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Mobile mini-hotel and biker garage 

combined in one trailer: the SPORT 

CARAVAN brings together what be-

longs together: man and machine.

a_02:

Eye-catcher on roads, campsites 

and at biker meetings: The Original 

SPORTCARAVAN, CUBE version IV
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Logo_abc2018_win.jpg

Logo_Sportcaravan:

The trademark for the uni-

que CUBEs from the factory 

of Steffen Gross.

a_03:

Inventor, company foun-

der and enthusiastic biker: 

Steffen Gross.

 Logo-abc2018:

The Original SPORTCARA-

VAN wins the Automotive 

Brand Award 2018 for 

outstanding product and 

communication design 

in the category „Future, 

Mobility, Parts“.  The prize 

is awarded by the German 

Design Council.
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e_19:

Quickly hooked up and off 

you go: SPORTCARAVAN, 

model CUBE 4, length 

6,000 mm (up to 6,500 

possible)

e_21:

Views of the SPORTCARA-

VAN in the closed state.

e_23:

An awning creates an extra 

space in front of the cube, 

protecting from rain and 

sun. The manufacturer 

offers further features. For 

example awning-sidewalls 

or a transport box on the 

drawbar.
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e_20:

Side view: There are win-

dows at each side and one 

in the roof.

e_22:

Views of the SPORTCARA-

VAN in the closed state.

e_24:

The SPORTCARAVAN is 

designed for normal road 

traffic and can be towed 

by a conventional car with 

slightly increased power 

and equipped with a con-

ventional towbar.
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b_07:

View into the sanctum: the motor-

bike garage. There is space for up to 

3 motorcycles and belongings. The 

garage is dry, separated and sealed off 

in order to prevent unpleasant smell 

in the living area.

e_10:

Precious and useful: the new „Black-

Wall“ in graphite black. In the storage 

bag attached there is more storage 

space available. At the BlackWall you 

can put your trip plans, memo sheets, 

photos or individual wall tattoos.
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b_08:

Owners of a SPORTCARAVAN can or-

der an additional loading ramp sepa-

rately. There is also a loading system 

with an electric winch and remote 

control available.

c_09:

Bikers are hungry. That‘s why coolbox, 

sink and gas stove are available.

e_12:

The XL version CUBE 5 has a shower 

with a toilet integrated. For the best 

comfort when traveling with the 

SPORTCARAVAN.
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d_15 to d_18:

Different cross-sectional sketches of 

the models CUBE 4 and 5. Distinctly 

and visible is the separation between 

living area and garage and the mul-

tifunctional equipment with seating 

and sleeping facilities as well as sto-

rage compartments (illustrations not 

true to scale)


